Let’s Pivot & Lead with Heart

Tips to Lead with Heart
Sigma Kappa staff has been working hard to redefine support for our collegiate officers. We’re excited to share our reevaluated collegiate officer supplies that will better support our members’ abilities to lead with heart during this time. In this initial release of Pivot resources, we have created tips to help collegiate chapter officers:

**Connect**

Promote sisterhood and engage virtually

**Lead**

Refocus our chapters’ operational needs

**Inspire**

Plan during this time of uncertainty

**Give**

Identify levels of support

Click Here to Explore Pivot

We understand that connecting with each other and staying true to our values is more important than ever before. We are identifying ways for members to pivot so we are able to enhance the current membership experience. Sigma Kappa staff is monitoring how chapters will be returning in the fall and discussing initiatives to support those statuses. For our next phase of Pivot, we will reimagine the values of Friendship and Loyalty.

Continue to **inspire** one another, **connect** virtually, **lead** with heart, and **give** generously in this time of need. Remember that no matter where you may find yourself in life, Sigma Kappa is always here.

Have More Ideas? [Click here to let us know what you need!](#)

**#SKLivewithHeart**

Sigma Kappa Sorority
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If you would no longer like to receive emails from us, [click here to unsubscribe](#)

Stay Connected with Sigma Kappa!